Building Information Modeling (BIM) is changing the way projects are constructed. Whether you are a prime contractor using BIM across an entire project or a sub-contractor impacted by a specific BIM implementation, this emerging practice requires new mindsets and technological know-how in order to achieve significant improvements in efficiency and cost control.

AGC’s BIM Education Program – developed in conjunction with leading BIM practitioners, technology firms, and educators – is designed to prepare construction professionals at all experience levels to successfully implement BIM on a construction project.

BIM classes are offered virtually through AGC of Mississippi and are certified through AGC of America. Registrants do not have to be members of AGC to participate in the classes or exams. To register, contact Jessica Housdan, Director of Member Services at jessica@msagc.com or 601-981-1144, ext. 105.

For more detailed information and FAQ, please visit our website at https://www.agc.org/learn/education-training/building-information-modeling-education-program

Please review this information and contact us to register. CALL (601) 981-1144 EXT105 EMAIL jessica@msagc.com